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Radio Address to the Nation.
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October 22, 1983
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••• back again, 11 Nyet. And 1t' s remained the same for all our new proposals,
because the Soviets lnsist on a monojaly of lon.Q.!r-range INF missiles. They
offer what can only be called
Jr- nro opttan, z.e ro for us, hundreds
of warheads for them. As I told the me bers o he IJ ed Nations, that's where
things stand today. We will continue our efforts to make the Soviets heed the
will of the world, stop stonewalling, and start negotiating •••
fl

fl

'
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Kingdom
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September 29, 1983
LENGTH: 1065 words
••• reductions. He has put forward the latest proposals. Mr. Andropov has
replied. I hope now that the proposals will be seriously discussed by the
Soviet Union at the negotiating table. If they are not successful in reaching
zero option, the cruise and Pershing missiles will be deployed by the end of
this year. Our nerve is being tested; we must not falter now. That should not
~~a~~~ ~~~t~~u~h,e 5 ~e~~;~atijls. 1 1 ~oC!:z"ftz\tziitmy earnest belief that 1
3
3
we should be able to negotiate the deployment of a lesser number of weapons than
the full total, provided, again, the Soviets will genuinely negotiate on
balance.

rttil:,

We have also discussed, as the President indicated, the Middle East, and
we're very conscious that although •••

I

I
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••• peoples in bath Europe and Asia, the time was ripe, for the first time in
history, to resolve a security threat exclusively through arms control. I still
believe the elimination of these weapons -- the zero option -- is the best,
fairest, most practical solution to the problem. Unfortunately, the Soviet
Union declined to accept the total elimination of this class of weapons.
When I was here last, I hoped that the critical Strategic Arms Reduction
Talks would focus, and •••
••• equal number on both sides between zero and 572. We recommended the
lowest possible level. On ce agatn~ the SQvtets fu d I
table I01Ut1an
PfoPOHd tnstead What Might bet'
••ed 3 •tt.alf Z l'O apUon
Q Id Dr
s
ds f warheads or 1.ue1. And
' .s where things stand today,
but I still haven't given up hope tHit the Soviet Union will enter into serious
negotiations.
We are determined to spare no •••

1
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••• developed through extremely close cooperation with our NATO Allies,
insist only on u.s-sovtet equality, a principl~ that the sa._vtet Union has so far
~ honor. When the soviets made plain iiilfiijijiiiitmm:g :cc::x&& 51
~e propose parity at the lowest possible level. The Soviets have said
this is equally unacceptable. It is Soviet intransigence that is blocking
progress.
While I know that some young people are opposed to the prospect of new
weapons •••
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April 28, 1983
LENGTH: 996 words
••• II's and of the land-based cruise missiles is followed.
In other words, I've been encouraged by the steps that you've taken, Mr.
President,. in the past months when you proposed an interim solution different
from ttw Li
when you proposed a series of confidence-building
measures. I think these are all initiatives which we need in NATO so that our
people will understand that we want peace and that we're not deter1ined ta
escalate any arms •••

a
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Responses to Questions Submitted by Bunte Magazine.
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April

25, 1983

LENGTH: 4550 words
..• most comprehensive set of proposals put forward by any American
Government. We are committed to successful negotiations, and we believe there
is a basis for agreement if the Soviets show equal seriousness.
G. In addition to the zero - option, as an interim solution you recently
suggested, under pressure from the European allies, to break the impasse at the
Geneva Conference. Haw many 55-20 missiles would the Soviets now have to
withdraw in order for the ••.
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LENGTH: 5046 words
in that direction but just didn't want to -The President. Well, I want to point out that -- and by real intention, back
when I made at the Press Club, public, the first statement about the
zero - zero option, I very specifically said that we would negotiate in good
faith on any legitimate proposal. Now, we had stated our goal and what it was
that we would like to have.But I made that other statement deliberately so that
it would not be ...
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..• between us and what our view is, has proven that it s successful.
Strategic Arms Reduction
1

Mr. Brandon. Talking about missiles, a number of European leaders, from Mrs.
Thatcher ta Chancellor Kahl, have been trying ta persuade you -- still with the
zero option as the ultimate goal -- to come forward with an interim
solution. I gather that you are very seriously considering such a move.
The President. Well, let me say that this is a difficult thing to answer.
And I'm sure they know this also, because we do stay ...
..• acted unilaterally, we do recognize our responsibility as allies.
The difficulty in answering is that you can't talk openly about your strategy
or what you're going to do. But I can only point to this fact, that from the
very beginning when I announced the zero option, the total elimination of
missiles, I said at the same time we will negotiate in goad faith any legitimate
or reasonable proposal, and that remains true today. But to get into a
discussion of where you•re ...
.•• missiles are beginning to be put in place tn Europe, because then the
Soviet Union will be under pressure to make concessions; the other that you
should take the lead and come forward with something that proposes equality but
is something less than zero option.
The President. Obviously, in discussing all the ramifications there are going
to be people with different ideas than others and a variety of viewpoints as to
timing or number or things of that kind. But there 1s total accord that the
ultimate goal should continue to be the zero .••
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... range weapons, as a deterrent to those that are there on the edge of
Western Europe. And we have agreed to do that.
Now, so far, they have a monopoly.They are the only ones with the threat. We
will deploy -- we're trying to get what I sald was a zero -based option -destroy theirs, and we won't produce any of ours. And at least we will have
made the step of wiping out a whole system of nuclear weapons.
Now, I think they came to the table and are willing to talk because they
don't want .•.
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••• n1

u.s. Representative to the Intermediate Range Nuclear Forces talks.

The President. No, because from the very beginning, before the Press Club
when t made the first proposAl about our INF pol1,cy and our desire, our goal to
........,.;~ d get ~era
o i on, total eliainat on Qf th t class of weapons iln4 , e
t em out a' the war d r also said then and have re1te.r•te'1 it many Uaes that
we, an the other hand, were gotng there to negat
faith on any reasonable •••

.d

e
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LENGTH: 692 words
••• current issue is the question of disarmament and arms control, and in
particular, the Geneva negotiations.
The Western goal remains clear. We want to reach a balance of forces in
Europe with as few nuclear weapons as possible.
e
ro option with no
intera1diate nuclear weapons on either stde ts tbe apt 11U outcoae. We ~now
hat the U.S. will make all possible efforts to get an agreement with tlie Soviet
Union as close to this optimum as possible. And to achieve this, •••
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The President's News Conference of February 16, 1983
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February 16, 1983
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••• try to make them feel the heat.
Larry [Laurence Barrett, Timel?
Arms Control and Reduction
G. Fu rther on ar•s
, i r, since November of '81 your ad• n strat on
has stuck ta the sa-cal~d z.ero oprrml'
t:et p!i&&EJ lid thlt ck so
a
s just led to deadlock. ~ere' s been a good deal of debate inside the
administration about offering a different position, one that might lead to aore
bargaining. • ••

• • • us why?
The President. No, Larry, the situation ts just exactly what George Bush was
telling our friends in Europe it was, calling attention back to when I first,
before the Press Club, introduced this proposal for zero option, that I said
that we would negotiate in good faith any legitimate proposal that might be
offered. Well, we still say the same thing. So far no legitimate
counterproposal has been offered that would warrant negotiation or study. But
we do believe that the zero option is the moral high ground in this
situation, that the opportunity in that area to get rid of an entire class of
weapons and release both the Soviet Union, the Eastern bloc, and Western Europe
from the threat that is hanging over them
••• Yeah.
Arms Control and Reductton
G. Mr. President, back to the m1ss11es in Europe. The message that Vice
President Bush seemed to bring back and that we heard from him on television
last week was that they do support your zero option proposal, but since it
has gotten nowhere that they would very auch like the consideration of a
so-called interim move toward less progress. Coming out of your spokesman in
the past 2 or l days seems ta be a very hard line against that, and I wonder,
don't you think that ts making it politically more difficult for the NATO
leaders to -The President. No, what he came back with was support expressed for our
zero option. And what he also did -- there's no question about, they wanted
to know whether, you know, we re going to be willing to talk other issues -- and
he pointed out to them my original statement, and that has been our position.
If somebody wants to present another offer, we'll negotiate in good faith with
1

this.

G. Wellt if I may follow up, stnce you zero option, Mr. Andropov made a
counter-proposal which has been rejected here. Doesn•t that leave a lot of
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NATO leaders feeling like the ball should be in your court if there is going to
be some -The President. Well, no, when you -- you know, .•.
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Remarks and a Question-and-Answer Session With Employees at
the Manufacturing Plant in Roxbury, "ass.
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January 26, 1983
LENGTH: 1376 words

••• missiles in enough number to be based in Western Europe as a deterrent to
those weapons. Al'\Q proposed, a year ago last Nove•ber, that we slt dONn tlitti
,h Rus11ans and see if we couldn't n18Q.tiate a ~ero optton -- that they
t ve up all of theirs, and we won't put any fn Western Europe -- and free
t
h le area of the world from that threat tbat is hanging ever the•.
Now, so far, they've only met us halfway.

They're •••
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Second Anniversary of the Inauguration of the President
Remarks and a Question-and-Answer Session Wtth Reporters.
19 Weekly Comp. Pres. Doc. 76
January 20, 1983
LENGTH: 2525 words

••• a deterrent. But we have said it would make a lot more sense if we
simply, rather than two sides facing e~h other there ~1th these mtsstles poised
at each other, if we simply went to a ie-ro option.
New, they've agreed halfway with that. They want us to remain at tero, and
they're ~illtng to trim a few of their warheads if we will.
Lesley [Lesley Stahl, CBS NewsJ.
G. I have two questions ••••
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••• arms reduction, because it is the most important problem facing this
generation.

e. Sir, could you comment on reports that have circulated in recent days that
same.t1!Jt1 after the German elections, you m1ght explotl alt~rnattves to your
tera - ~era option and START ..la''aiiton~?
The Presidflll • , an ~ere vsu're getting dangerously into an area that
can't be openetr'to discussion, which ts the tactics of negotiating and the
strategy of negotiating. If you discuss that openly, then there is no strategy,
and you've tied your hands with regard to •••
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Public Papers of the Presidents
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Remarks at the Ceremony in Long Beach, Calif.
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Weekly Comp. Pres. Doc. 1669
December

28, 1982

LENGTH: 2183 words
.•. on both sides at the same time we cut conventional forces in Europe to
balanced levels. And I may say, the news in encouraging. The Soviet Union has
met us halfway on the zero option.
They've agreed to zero on our part.
(Laughter]
We can't shut our eyes ta the fact that, as the Soviet military power
increased, so did their willingness to embark on military adventures. The scars
are plainly evident in a ..•
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A.pril 20, J 982
The President. I'm kind of surprised_ to be
ver here on the side. I thought that m the
0
vent of rain they were going to have me
e
there under the roof and-[laughup
ter].
Q Share an d share a t·k
1 e.

0: With us out here, sir?

1983 Federal Budget
The President. Listen. This afternoon, as
vou know, representatives of the_ admm1s.. t"on
down
1 and the Congress are s1ttmg
·
ftra an important roun d o f d.1scuss10ns
on th e
bo~dget. And I think all Americans have an
interest in the outcome.
It's mv fervent plea that-and hope that
from th~se meetings there will soon come a
balanced, bipartisan package that ~ill help
to revive our economy. And I thmk the
economv is now poised for a recovery. Inflation has fallen sharply, and I hope we'll
have more good news on that front this
Fridav. There's also evidence that interest
rates 'are softening. I know of nothing that
would be a greater tonic for the economy
right now than for the Congress and the
White House to come together on a p!an
that would lower the deficits and create
new jobs.
This morning I met with the Republican
leadership in the Congress and then later
spoke by phone with Speaker Tip O''.\ieill.
To both of them I delivered the same message: So long as we can reach consensus on
a budget plan that is balanced and commands bipartisan support, I'm personally
prepared to go the extra mile.
And now your questions.
Q. Mr. President, Senator Laxalt indicated earlier today that he felt that compromise agreement will have to include some
kind of tax increases. He was careful to say
tax increases that didn't disturb your basic
tax program-The President. Yes.
Q. --cuts in costs of living, for social
security as well as other things, and defense
cuts. Now, can you go along with that?

The President. Well, those are the verv
things that I know the group is discussing,
but I am going to reserve the position I
think I should-and that is not to comment
on the specifics in what they're talking
about until they come with a consensus on
a balanced program.
Q. But, \tr. President, how can you agree
to any kind of tax increases without violating your "no tax increase" pledge, even if
it's a surtax combined with a minimum
income tax or some kind of energy tax?
The President. Well, now, wait a minute. I
think, if you'll remember, always I pointed
out that there were areas for changes in the
taxes, government revenue, that we would
seek, that in some instances were correcting
unjustified tax breaks and so forth. And I've
always emphasized that what I'm talking
about is that tax program of ours which is
based on providing an incentive, both for
individuals and business-the business tax
cuts, the across-the-board, 3-year cuts in
personal income tax.
'.\low, I have not changed on that. That, as
I stand. They started in-remember, we
presented a package of some $13 billion
\\1th our budget in proposed ways of raising
additional revenues. :"low, what they've
done from there with that package I'm
\\ aiting to see.
Q. But, sir, just to follow up, does the
surtax somehow violate that incentive package that you've supported and won last
year?
The President. Well, again, let's see what
we come up with in the interest of a balanced program.
Situation in the Falkland Islands
Q. \tr. President, if Argentina attempts to
invoke the Treaty of Rio, sir-if Argentina
attempts to invoke the Treaty of Rio, what
will our position be? And what do we do?
The President. Well, they have voted to
take this up, I believe, on Thursday, that
they're going to take this matter up that
Argentina has asked about.
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let's see. When other
nd Islands
British Government
' proposals Secretary
k from Buenos Aires
Is Mr. Haig·s effec1t an end?
t is not. He's done a
let me just lay one
~

hinS to rest now regarding some of the
t mors that have gone on. This idea of
ru·hether or not we .ve en d angere d any pres~ ge of ours in doing what we've done-I
t~ink we would have lost prestige if we had
not been willing to undertake this job of
trving to broker an agreement between
these two parties and forestall violence.
.\nd however it may turn out, my only
·egret would be if it didn't work.
r Q. :\re you as hopeful now, sir, as you
were a day ago?
The President. What?
Q. Are you as hopeful now as you were
before \fr. Haig returned?
The President. It's very difficult. All I can
tell vou is, there have been some changes
mad~; they've been relayed to the United
Kingdom.
!983 Federal Budget
Q. \1r. President, back on the subject of
the budget , do you plan this week, sir,
to--

Deputy Press Secretary Speakes. This will
have to be the last question, John Uohn
Palmer, '.\BC '.\Jews], please.
Q. Excuse me?
.\Jr. Speakes. This will have to be the last
question.
Q. Why?
Q. Why?
Q. \1r. President, do you plan to meet
with Speaker O'Neill? Will you ask him this
week for a meeting to try to wrap up this
whole budget process?
The President. Well, I don't think that it's
a case of one of us asking the other or not. I
think-and there's no way to project whether it'll be this week. It's when that group
that is meeting comes to both of us and savs
that they have a consensus on a package
that they believe is balanced and merits
now our taking a look at it from the standpoint of getting together.
Q. Senator Baker, sir, says now is the
time.
The President. What?
Q. Senator Baker said today he felt now
was that time.
The President. Well, I think that "now"
was a kind of figure of speech thing meaning that now, in this immediate period, to
break this logjam and get the economy

moving again.
Ground Zero Jfoi.:ement; Soi.:iet President
Brezhnev
Q. \fr. President, do you think that
Ground Zero is detrimental to this countrv.
and are you going to meet with Brezhn~\·
in October:>
Mr. Speakes. I would never cut \t s.
Thomas [Helen Thomas, Cnited Press International] off.
Q. And she has a followup. [Laughter]
The President.._
Q. And Brezhnev.
·
Q. And meeting with Brezhnev later, sir.
The President. I have to be heart and soul
in sympathy with the people that are talking about the horrors of nuclear war and
the fact that we should do everything we
could to prevent such a war from happening. As a matter of fact, it's mv understanding the leader of Ground Z~ro , however,
does not believe in the freeze .
A freeze, yes, but after, as we've said so
many times, a verifiable, substantial reduction to bring us down to parity and at a
reduced number.
I would hope that some of these people,
however, who are insisting on some of these
th ings would realize that I'm with them as
to the need to do something to lessen the
possibilities of nuclear war. But I would also
ask them to consider that no matter how
sincere and well intentioned, onlv in this
position do you have all the facts ~ecessary
to base decisions on action. And, therefore,
I would ask their trust and confidence that
feeling as sincerely as I do, the same as thev
feel , that they would allow us to take th~
actions that we think are necessary to lessen
this threat.
'.'\ow, with regard to \1r. Brezhnev, I
would still hope that he would come, because it is arms reduction that is being discussed at the United '.\ations in June. And [
would hope that he would find it possible to
be there and that we could have a meeting-but not in any sense that that would
replace a later summit meeting, full summit
meeting, in which there would be adequate
preparation on both sides for such a meeting.
Q. For October?

'Dlr•iWHJ:
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all. No, I'm very curious; I'd like to know.
But also, I'm going to be settling for results.
And that's why each one of you was enlisted-leaders from every walk of life who
have to solve these problems every day.
Government can provide opportunity. It
can pave the way. But ultimately, it is individuals like yourselves who brave new horizons, expand freedom, and create better
lives for us all.
Your success will be measured by how
much and how well you marshall the private resources of America in the service of
community development. I'm told that
Americans perform some $100 billion worth
of labor every year for volunteer organizations across the country, and that's in addition to the $47 billion they contribute in
cash to charitable and religious organizations.
The country is bursting with ideas and
creativity, but a government run by central
decree has no way to respond. People want
to play a part in building a better America,
and you can show the way. You are their
colleagues, their friends, and you can talk
with them and work with them just as I
want to talk and work with you.
I will also be speaking out on this subject,
working with the Cabinet to refocus the
resources of government so they encourage
private initiatives instead of discouraging
them.
When I spoke to the National Alliance of
Businessmen [Business], I mentioned several outstanding models of corporate responsi-

l~view

bility and community spirit. But for e\'ery
one I mentioned, I know there are a hundred more, just as good. Find them. Spread
the word. Help 230 million Americans get
organized. Help us create new leadership at
the State and local level, a new Alliance for
Progress here at home. Help us put
America's future back in the people's hands.
I know your Chairman, Bill Veritv, has
excellent ideas on how these things ~an be
done. And each of you brings expertise and
experience to our enterprise as well. We
look to you, we appreciate you and, most of
all, we're counting on you. We're confident
that this task can be done and that vour
task force is the group to do it.
'
So, again, a heartfelt thanks. And maybe
you can cure the misconception that has
existed since a few years ago, when an immigrant to this country who had become a
very successful farmer, died and left his
estate-it was not in seven figures at allbut left his estate to the government, the
United States Government, for what this
country had done for him.
And when the State took its share of the
estate in estate taxes, the Federal Government sued that it was tax-free and that this
shouldn't be allowed. And what you can
cure is the fact that the Federal Government won that case on the basis that it was
a charitable organization. [Laughter]
Thank you.

.\'ote: The President spoke at 1:02 p.m. in
the State Dining Room at the White House.

With Joseph Rice of the Cleveland Plain Dealer

Noon.her 30, 1981
Libya

Mr. Rice. Mr. President, there were reports recently that Libya had sent people to
the United States to assassinate both yourself and other top government officials. Do
you give any credence to these reports?
And exactly how far will your administration go in dealing with people, such as Qadhafi, who obviously hate the United
States?
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The President. Well, we're studying right
now our economic relations with them. I
think he has made it obvious that he is
against most of the things that we're trying
to achieve, such as peace in the Middle
East, appealing to the moderate Arab nations, and so forth.
As to his threats personally against me, I
think in view of the record, you can't dis-
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The President. No, I can't say that there
As for myself in 1984, I don't think about
is. I intend to, before this meeting, talk to it, because I set a policy for myself when I
the Department of Transportation, Secre- was Governor for 8 years-well, the second
tary of Transportation, about PATCO. I 4 years didn't matter. But I said that there
have to call your attention again that they would be no consideration of political mathad plenty of warning. They were informed ters in any decision that our administration
in the negotiations that the strike, if they had to make, because the minute vou do
took one after they'd threatened, it was il- that then you begin compromising in your
legal, that they themselves had taken per- own mind. And I said we would meet everv
sonal oaths, and that there was no way that issue simply on the basis of was it right or
we could stand by and not recognize that wrong for the people.
the law had been broken. So, what we inSo, as far as 1984 is concerned, the only
formed them was that they might call it a time I consider it is when I'm worrying
strike, but in reality they were quitting about what the deficit will be by 1984.
their jobs.
Now, I think a great consideration we Nuclear Force Negotiations
must have-we 're not trying for vengeance
Mr. Rice. The arms control talks, sir,
or anything else of that kind, but I do think began today in Geneva. Do you expect the
that there must be great consideration current round of negotiations to produce
given to those who did continue to work. anything substantive, or is it more likely to
Mr. Rice. You cannot see then offering lead to a summit meeting with yourself and
President Brezhnev?
any PATCO striker his job back then?
The President. Well, I don't think the two
The President. I'd be very happy to hear
any suggestions that they may have, but I are related in that way. I've not ruled out a
also feel that they ought to recognize that summit meeting. As a matter of fact, I think
the people they represent, the members of that's something that has to be thoroughly
their unions, are the employers of public prepared for. But I am very hopeful about
servants. And when there's a strike, it's a these negotiations.
strike against them, the people.
It is the first time in a great many years
And labor once recognized that. I've a that we will have met with them on suplittle background in labor myself, but when posed arms limitation-I prefer to call it
public employees first began to organize, arms reduction-when we ourselves were
unionize, organized labor said they- would - not unilaterally disarming. The Russians
help them only if public employee unions could sit at the negotiating table, and they
put in their constitutions that they would didn't have to give up anything. We were
doing it to ourselves. And this time, with
not strike.
. Mr. Rice. Mr. President, are you ruling our determination to rebuild our military, I
out then any chance that they might get a think they may find they have a reason to
want to meet us halfway on disarmament.
job back, if that's brought up by labor?
And so, as I ay, I'm hopeful th -I think
The President. No.
it wo\.tkl tld wonder ul fa. t~ W8f.ld and for
1984 Candidacy
Eur~~j.f_ t}io~ missiles planted there near
Mr. Rice. You made a reference tonight the :ml border, in that vicinity"' "'d!ftF fO
to the senior Senator from Ohio, John hit every population center in Europe-if
Glenn, who has been in New Hampshire those were.~ .()4lf and we did not have
and other States testing the waters. I to counter them py poising. the same kind
wonder in your own mind, sir, what your of missiles aimed ar their cotrhtty.
current thinking is about whether you'll run
Mr. Rice. Mr. President, thank you very
for reelection and exactly how formidable much.
an opponent you view Senator Glenn as.
Deputy Press Secretary Speakes. You
The President. Oh, I don't know. He's know, one thing we ought to point out on
very popular in his own State. I meant my this State-money for the State governline humorously.
ments, that the first relief that they will
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Remarks and a Question-and-Answer Session With Reporters on the
Announcement of the United States Strategic Weapons .frogram
October 2, 1981
The President. As President, it's mv
. This program will achieve three objec.
solemn duty to ensure America's national hves:
security while vigorously pursuing every
-It will act as a deterrent against an
path to peace. Toward this end, I have re- Soviet actions directed against the Amerr
peatedly pledged to halt the decline in can people or our allies;
America's military strength and restore that
-It will provide us with the capability to
margin of safety needed for the protection respond at reasonable cost and within adeof the American people and the mainte- quate time to any further growth in Soviet
nance of peace.
forces;
During the last several years, a weaken·
-It will signal our resolve to maintain
ing in our security posture has been par· the strategic balance, and this is the keyticularly noticeable in our strategic nuclear stone to any genuine arms reduction agreeforces--the very foundation of our strategy ment with the Soviets.
for deterring foreign attacks. A window of
Let me point out here that this is a stratevulnerability is opening, one that would
gic
program that America can afford. It fits
jeopardize not just our hopes for serious
productive arms negotiations, but our hopes within the revised fiscal guidelines for the
Department of Defense that I announced
for peace and freedom.
Shortly after taking office, I directed the bst week. And during the next 5 years, the
Secretary of Defense to review our strategy e ntire cost of maintaining and rebuilding
for deterrence and to evaluate the adequa- our strategic forces will take less than 15
cy of the forces now available for carrying percent of our defense expenditures. This is
out that strategy. He and his colleagues, in considerably below the 20 percent of our
consultation with many leaders outside the defense budget spent on strategic arms
executive branch, have done that job well. during the l960's, when we constructed
And after one of the most complex, thor- many of the forces that exist today. It is fair
ough, and carefully conducted processes in to say that this program will enable us to
memory, I am announcing today a plan to modernize our strategic forces and, at the
revitalize our strategic forces and maintain same time, meet our many other commit·
America's ability to keep the peace well ments as a nation.
Now, let me outline the five main feainto the next century.
Our plan is a comprehensive one. It will tures of our program.
First, I have directed the Secretary of Destrengthen and modernize the strategic
triad of land-based missiles, sea-based mis- fense to revitalize our bomber forces by
siles, and bombers. It will end longstanding constructing and deploying some 100 B-l
delays in some of these programs and intro- bombers as soon as possible, while continu·
duce new elements into others. And just as ing to deploy cruise missiles on existing
important, it will improve communications bombers. We will also develop an advanced
and control systems that are vital to these bomber with "stealth" characteristics for
the l990's.
strategic forces.
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Sec011d, I have ordered the strengthening
and expansion of our sea-based forces. We
will continue the construction of Trident
submarines at a steady rate. We will develop a larger and more accurate sea-based
ballistic missile. We will also deploy nuclear
cruise missiles in some existing submarines.
Third. rve ordered completion of the MX
missiles. We have decided, however, not to
deploy the MX in the racetrack shelters
proposed by the previous administration or
in anv other scheme for multiple protective
shelters. We will not deploy 200 missiles in
4,600 holes, nor will we deploy 100 missiles
in 1,000 holes.
We have concluded that these basing
schemes would be just as vulnerable as the
existing Minuteman silos. The operative
factor here is this: '.'Jo matter how many
shelters we might build, the Soviets can
build more missiles, more quickly, and just
as cheaply.
Instead, we will complete the MX missile
which is much more powerful and accurate
than our current Minuteman missiles, and
we will deploy a limited number of the MX
missiles in existing silos as soon as possible.
At the same time, we will pursue three
promising long-term options for basing the
MX missile and choose among them by
1984, so that we can proceed promptly with
full deployment.
Fourth, I have directed the Secretary of
Defense to strengthen and rebuild our communications and control system, a much neglected factor in our strategic deterrent. I
consider this decision to improve our communications and control system as important as any of the other decisions announced today. This system must be foolproof in case of any foreign attack.
Fir1a/ly, I have directed that we end our
long neglect of strategic defenses. This will
include cooperation with Canada on improving North American air surveillance
and defense, and as part of this effort, I've
also directed that we devote greater resources to improving our civil defenses.
This plan is balanced and carefully considered-a plan that will meet our vital security needs and strengthen our hopes for
peace. It's my hope that this program will
prevent our adversaries from making the
mistake others have made and deeply re-

gretted in the past-the mistake of underestimating the resolve and the will of the
American people to keep their freedom and
protect their homeland and their allies.
'.'low, I can only remain here for a fe\•11
minutes. And I will do so for just a few
questions that might deal with the statement or with policy. But for all the technical matters, I am going to turn vou over to
Secretary [of Defense] Cap Weinberger.
Yes, Helen [Helen Thomas, United Press
International].
Q. On that, would we be readv to use
these new systems as bargaining ·chips in
cums talks with the Soviets?
The President. Oh, I think everything
having to do with arms, Helen, would have
to be on the table.
Q. Mr. President, when exactly is this
"window of vulnerability?" We heard yesterday the suggestion that it exists now.
Earlier this morning, a defense official indicated that it was not until '84 or '87. Are
we facing it right now?
The President. Well, I think in some areas
we are, yes. I think the imbalance of forces,
for example, on the Western front, in the
NATO line-we are vastly outdistanced
there. l think the fact that right now, they
have a superiority at sea.
Q. Mr. President, if there is or will be a
"window of vulnerability," why is the MX
any less vulnerable if it's in silos, the location of which the Soviets presumably already know, unless we were going to
launch on their attack?
The President. I don't know but what
maybe you haven't gotten into the area that
I'm going to turn over to the Secretary of
Defense.
I could say this: The plan also includes
the hardening of silos so that they are protected against nuclear attack. Now, we
know that is not permanent. We know that
they can then improve their accuracy, their
power, and their ability, but it will take
them some time to do that, and they will
have to devote a decided effort to doing
that.
Q. So this is a way then of buying time,
sir?
The President. ln a way, of narrowing
that "window of vulne rability."
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Q. Mr. President, some people already
are saying that your decisions are based to a
large extent on politics, domestic politics, so
let me ask you about two points: One, that
you never considered the racetrack system
because it was proposed by Jimmy Carter,
and you didn't want to have anything to do
with something that he had proposed; and,
two, that you 're not basing the MX in Utah
and Nevada because of opposition from the
Mormon Church and your good friend, Senator Paul Laxalt.
The President. Sam [Sam Donaldson, ABC
News], I can tell you now, no, the entire
study of the basis for basing-I got tangled
up there with two words that sounded so
much alike-the MX missile was a very
thorough study of all those proposals that
had been made. And actually, I could refer
you to the Townes Commission [Panel],
their study and their report that we would
not have an invulnerable missile basing by
doing that; that all they would have to do is
increase the number of targeted warheads
on that particular area and take out the
whole area; and while it would force them
to build additional missiles, we would be
just as vulnerable as we are in the present
Minutemen.
Q. Laxalt didn't persuade you, sir?
The President. No, no.
Q. Mr. President, your predecessor killed
the B-1 manned bomber because he said it
couldn't penetrate Soviet air defenses. The

Soviets can make a lot of progress in radar
between now and 1986. Can you guarantee
that the B-1 could penetrate Soviet air defenses, and is it the best plane as a cruise
missile launch platform?
The President. I think, again, you"re getting in-I t.h ink that my few minutes are
up-{laughter}-and I'm going to turn that
question over to Cap. I think I know the
answer to it, but I do believe that you are
getting into the kind of questions that he is
properly-Q. Well, could you tell us why you decided to build the B-1 as opposed to your
predecessor's decision not to build it? Do
you think it can penetrate Soviet air space?
The President. We have to have it, because between the aging B-52 and the
bomber we are developing, the newer
bomber, there is too long a time gap in
there and would leave us a very lengthy,
vulnerable period. And the B-1 is designed
not just to fill that gap, but it will then have
a cruise missile carrying capacity later, in
which it will still be worth the cost of building and worth having.
But now, I'm going to turn it over to Cap
here for the rest of the questions.

Note: The President spoke at 2 p. m. in the
East Room at the White House.
The Townes Panel was organized by the
Department of Defense to study alternative
basing modes for the MX missile system.

Nomination of Jean Broward Shevlin Gerard To Have the Rank of
Ambassador While Serving as United States Permanent
Representative to the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization
October 2, 1981
The President today announced his intention to nominate Jean Broward Shevlin
Gerard to have the rank of Ambassador
while serving as United States Permanent
Representative to the United '.'Jations Edu-
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cational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.
In 1977-81 Mrs. Gerard was an attorney
with the law firm of Cadwalader, Wickersham and Taft of New York, where she specialized in international law.

